NOTE: A SECOND LOCKING POST ASSEMBLY WILL BE REQUIRED TO LOCK GATE OPEN. CONCRETE AND CULVERT NOT REQUIRED.

1. EXTERIOR ENAMEL SHALL BE TYPE 1, DARK GREEN; UNLESS OTHERWISE APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER.

2. ROAD CLOSED SIGN SHALL MEET MUTCD REQUIREMENTS FOR TYPE R11-2. (1 REQUIRED.)

3. BARRICADE MARKERS SHALL MEET MUTCD REQUIREMENTS FOR TYPE 1. COLOR = RED & WHITE. (2 REQUIRED.)

4. OBJECT MARKERS SHALL MEET MUTCD REQUIREMENTS FOR TYPE 1. COLOR = WHITE. (6 REQUIRED.)

5. ALL WELDS REQUIRED TO MANUFACTURE GATE, UNLESS OTHERWISE SHOWN, SHALL BE FILLET AND SHALL BE OF THE SAME SIZE AS THE THICKNESS OF THE SMALLER OF THE TWO PIECES BEING JOINED.
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